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Abstract Google AdWords has thousands of advertisers participating in auctions to show their advertisements. Google’s business model has two goals: first, provide relevant information to users and second, provide advertising opportunities to advertisers to achieve their business needs. To better serve these two parties, it is important to find relevant information for users and at the same time assist advertisers in advertising more efficiently and effectively. In this paper, we try to tackle this problem of better connecting users and advertisers from a customer relationship management point of view. More specifically, we try to retain more advertisers in AdWords by identifying and helping advertisers that are not successful in using Google AdWords. In this work, we first propose a new definition of advertiser churn for AdWords advertisers; second we present a method to carefully select a homogeneous group of advertisers to use in understanding and predicting advertiser churn; and third we build a model to predict advertiser churn using machine learning algorithms. Key Words: Classification, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Customer Relationship Management, Online Advertising



1. Introduction In Google AdWords, advertisers participate in auctions to show their advertisements to users who come to Google and search for information. Based on many factors (for example, bidding amount and various quality scores), only the winners will show their advertisements. This enables Google to provide more relevant information to users. Google’s business model in AdWords is quite different from conventional ones in that Google’s customers (or advertisers) participate in auctions to show their advertisements rather than directly selling a product to customers. Since advertisers are Google’s customers, the terms “advertiser” and “customer” are used interchangeably in this paper unless otherwise mentioned. Customer retention is important for Google to maintain its business model. It also benefits users by providing more relevant and high-quality information. This paper focuses on improving customer retention by addressing the customer churn problem in the unique environment of Google AdWords. To this end, we propose a new definition of customer churn for AdWords and a method to select a homogeneous group of customers for better understanding and prediction of customer churn in AdWords. Finally, we build a model to predict customer churn using statistical machine learning algorithms. Customer churn has been studied in various fields (see references in Section 2). In general, churn can be categorized by contractual relationship (contractual vs. non-contractual) [11] and churn type (voluntary vs. non-voluntary) [10]. In contractual settings, customer churn can be predicted by simply looking at the contract termination date and its non-renewal. However, in non-contractual settings, predicting customer churn is not obvious. Non-voluntary churners are easy to identify ∗
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because they are forced to churn by the company who has been accepting their business. Examples of non-voluntary churners are customers who are delinquent in payment or violate AdWords policy. Voluntary churn is more difficult to predict due to its nature: it is the customer’s own decision to churn. In this work, we are interested in non-contractual churn because customers in AdWords do not have any contract with Google regarding ending date of using AdWords. In addition, we only consider voluntary churn simply because non-voluntary churn can be easily identified. Therefore, customers are churned if they terminate using AdWords or never win any advertising auction. It is important to note that customers can show seasonal behavior (for example, show advertisements only in the summer season). This must be carefully considered in identifying and predicting customer churn. Otherwise non-churned customers with seasonal behavior can be incorrectly labeled as churned during their seasonal inactive period. We try to solve the problem of predicting customer churn in a supervised fashion. More specifically, customer churn is formulated as a binary classification problem where the ground truth (or dependent variable) is generated based on our definition of churn, which will be explained later. In the following section, we review the related work in customer churn. In Section 3, we provide the details of our definition of customer churn for AdWords, and the methodology to select candidate samples and features for training and prediction. In Section 4, we explain the details about training classifiers and crossvalidated classification results are also presented. Finally, we conclude and summarize our work in Section 5. 2. Related Work Customer churn has been gaining significant attention in various market segments including subscription based businesses (newspapers or pay-tv) [3][4], insurance, finance and banking [16][17][24][13][25], internet service providers, telecommunications [21][27][19][20][18][1][23][12][2], business-to-business (B2B), and retail [11]. In the aforementioned articles, data mining technology and statistical data processing and evaluation methods are applied to identify and predict customer churn. In general, there are five stages in analyzing and building a predictive model for customer churn: 1. Select samples for analysis 2. Define churn and select features (potential explanatory variables) 3. Process data: transform features and impute missing values 4. Build predictive models 5. Evaluate trained models This five stage modeling for customer churn management was first introduced in [5]. The first step of sample selection is crucial for correct understanding and prediction of customer churn. For example, in our work we are only considering voluntary churners. A common issue encountered in sample selection is that the population size of churned customers is often significantly less than that of non-churned customers. The authors in [25] report that a better prediction of customer churn is 2



achieved after class distribution is balanced with a re-sampling method. In [13], two different sampling schemes (proportional sampling and balanced sampling [14]) are compared in predicting customer churn. However, predictions can be biased if a model is trained on a balanced sample [18]. To overcome this bias problem, appropriate bias correction methods need to be considered [15][18]. In the second step, customer churn is defined and necessary features for predicting churn are collected. In the third step, features can be processed via linear or non-linear transformation to generate more discriminating or relevant features to predict churn. In [25], linear combinations of features obtained from linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are used to maximize separation between churn and non-churn classes. Principal component analysis is performed to select relevant features in [18]. The author in [8] mentions that data preprocessing to derive new relevant features for prediction is a key to success in his application. In addition to processing features, missing values can be handled either by imputation or removing features with missing values. In the fourth and fifth steps, predictive models are trained and evaluated to choose the best one. There have been two different approaches to predicting customer churn. One concentrates on modeling repeat-buying using a stochastic defection process [6][7][11] and the other formulates customer churn as a binary classification problem where ground truth is either churn or non-churn (see [11][2] for example). We follow the latter approach as we detail in the next section. 3. Selection of Samples and Definition of Churn In this section, we first explain how we sample and process the data. Then, we present our definition of churn for AdWords. 3.1



Data



We are interested in predicting customer churn for voluntary churners in a noncontractual setting. Moreover, we focus on customers who already have sustained a specified level of spending in AdWords, which reflects their sustained success in winning auctions. Unlike new customers, for which we have very little information, existing and established customers have more historical data from which we can better understand and predict customer churn. Therefore we use the following eligibility criteria to select a homogeneous group of customers: 1. Have similar tenure at a specified reference time point 2. Have similar spend range across a specified time period 3. Located in similar geographical regions 4. Manage their own accounts directly rather than through third party agencies In this work, we decide to measure advertisers’ tenure on 2008/01/01 and their spend levels are estimated based on their spend activity in the period of 2008/01/01 ∼ 2008/3/31. We also consider advertisers located in North America. The four filtering conditions described above are applied to select advertisers. We consider two different types of features: static and time varying. Static features include customer static information and are based on the information that customers provided Google when they opened their accounts in AdWords. Time varying features are based on the customers’ activity and we collect time varying 3



features within the time period of 2008/01/01 ∼ 2008/03/31. More over, to capture changes in customer behavior over time, we aggregate the time varying features monthly. Note that the same period is used to filter customers and to collect monthly features. Therefore time varying features are collected when both churned and non-churned advertisers have similar spend levels. In other words, future churned and non-churned advertisers are active in this period. This enables our predictive models to capture inherently different characteristics between churned and nonchurned advertisers. Due to the confidentiality of the data, we can not provide further details about features used in our work. 3.2



Definition of Churn



Customers can churn for various reasons, and churn can happen at any time. Churn prediction is made more difficult by the fact that customers can show seasonal behavior. Therefore, careful consideration should be given in defining customer churn to avoid incorrect identification of churned customers. To this end, we take into account the duration of the latest lapse period and changes in customer activity during the same season year over year. Definition Consider customers who have shown advertisements in a season s in year y. We define customer churn for these customers one year after the last date of s in y. A customer is churned if none of their advertising campaigns have shown any advertisement for more than 181 consecutive days on the last date of s in year y + 1. The first condition that checks year over year behavior is to avoid incorrect identification of customer churn due to seasonal behavior. And the second condition of lapsing more than 181 consecutive days is to make sure that customers are not temporarily pausing their campaigns but continue to be inactive for at least 6 months. Figure 1 illustrates an example where we select active customers from a season in 2008/1/1 ∼ 2008/3/31 and define customer churn on 2009/3/31. 4. Classification We randomly select 35,000 customers from the pool of customers who satisfy the eligibility criteria in Section 3.1. This selected subset focuses on a specific segment within AdWords rather than the AdWords customer base as a whole. Thus the numbers presented in this Section are illustrative rather than representative of Google. Following our definition of churn, we label the sample. Note that our churn definition in Section 3.2 tracks customers’ activity over a year as opposed to tracking only a few months as in other studies (see [11][26] for example). It is natural to observe a higher churn rate as we track customers for a longer period of time. Each customer is given a class label based on his lapse status as of 2009/3/31. If a customer had not shown advertisement for more than 181 days consecutively as of 2009/3/31 then the customer is churned and labeled 1. Otherwise not churned and labeled 0. Note that the customers sampled in our work have won advertising auctions in the period of 2008/01/01 ∼ 2008/03/31 and had a similar and positive spend range in the same period. Our ultimate goal is to identify inherent differences between churned and non-churned customers using features extracted while both
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Figure 1: An example of definition of customer churn groups of non-churned and churned customers were active. Overall we collect 103 features to train and predict customer churn. Four classification algorithms are considered for building churn prediction models: 1. Boosted trees 2. Random forests 3. Logistic regression with L1 penalty 4. C4.5. All of these algorithms are implemented in R using standard R-packages: 1. gbm package for boosted tree 2. randomForest package for Random forests 3 glmnet package for Logistic regression with L1 penalty 4. RWeka package for C4.5. Note that the gbm package extends the gradient boosting algorithm [9]. See [22] for more details about the gbm package. Two-fold cross-validation is performed to compare their classification performance. We use true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) to measure classification performance, and TPR and FPR are defined as follows



TPR = FPR =



churned customers correctly classified total churned customers non-churned customers incorrectly classified total non-churned customers



Figure 2 shows the ROC classification performance of the four classification algorithms. As can be seen from Figure 2, boosted tree and Random forests outperform the other algorithms. This result is consistent with previous work in which boosting or Random forests based algorithms achieve the best classification performance in prediction of customer churn (see [18][25][28] for example.)
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5. Conclusions Google AdWords has thousands of advertisers participating in auctions daily to show their advertisements to users. It is important to Google to maintaining a good relationship with customers, and to help them reach their advertising goals. Moreover this objective benefits users by allowing Google to provide more relevant information to users. To this end, we built a model to predict customer churn for advertisers in AdWords. We first proposed a new definition of churn for customers in AdWords and then followed a binary classification framework to predict customer churn. Comparison of four state-of-the-art classification algorithms showed that tree-based ensemble algorithms (boosted tree and Random forests) outperform the other algorithms considered in this paper. This predictive model of churn can help identifying and assisting customers who are at risk of churning.
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